QUICK RIFLE INFORMATION:

Information about the rifle events can be found by going to the green ribbons. Dates are listed in the
schedule ribbon. Generally, all matches have a sign-up time which begins at 8AM with the event
starting at 9AM. Please consult the club calendar on the web site for exact details.
For the silhouette matches if you can arrive early to help set-up or stay a bit later to help tear down,
that would be much appreciated.
The 100 yard bench rest and silhouette matches are for .22’s. Rifle classes for these can be found in
2019 rim-fire cast ribbon. For the ‘cast bullet’ bullseye events, the same rules apply except, obviously,
you use cast bullets. Most common are .30 calibers but many bottleneck and some straight wall pistol
calibers are used. The bullets can be your castings or commercially purchased. The muzzle velocity
really depends on the bullet composition as higher velocities tend to ‘lead’ the barrel. Generally,
velocities should not exceed 2400 fps.
The High Power rifle events are geared as NRA Across the Course Matches. Details of these matches
can be found by searching NRA High Power Rifle. A list rifles can be found in the NRA High Power rule
book. Here is brief description of a match: [note: we shoot a 50 shot match with two sighting shots per string of fire]
The predominant American-style "High Power" match is a multi-position, multi-distance event. (This is
commonly called "Across-the-Course" competition to distinguish it from prone-only High Power matches).
It's important to understand the distinctive meaning of "High Power" as that term is applied to rifle
matches. For mort in depth information please click link below.
NRA High Power Rule Book
Most typically, American-style High Power competition means iron sights, three positions (standing,
prone, and sitting OR kneeling), with both rapid-fire and slow-fire stages. This form of competition evolved
from the U.S. Military's course of fire.
According to the NRA: "Four strings of fire are the basic building blocks of any NRA High Power rifle
course of fire or tournament. These are:
1. Slow Fire, standing - 10 rounds at 200 yards in 10 minutes.
2. Rapid Fire, sitting or kneeling - 10 rounds at 200 yards in 60 seconds.
3. Rapid Fire, 10 rounds prone - 300 yards in 70 seconds.
4. Slow Fire, 10 rounds prone - 500 or 600 yards in 10 minutes.
Every NRA High Power Rifle match for which classification records are kept is a multiple or a combination
of one or more of these strings. The popular National Match 50-shot Course, for instance, consists of 10
rounds slow fire standing; 10 rounds rapid fire sitting or kneeling; 10 rounds rapid fire prone and 20
rounds slow fire prone. The "Full Course" Match is an 80-round event with 20 rounds slow-fire standing;
20 rounds rapid-fire Sitting or kneeling; 20 rounds rapid prone; and 20 rounds slow fire prone. This total
possible score is 800. This is the course of fire on which Carl Bernosky recently set a new record, scoring
800-42X.

Matches fired all at one distance and in one position are known as 'single-stage' matches and are usually
20-shot matches (2 times one of the basic strings).

Contacts for these events:
High Power rifle Directors are:
Perry Wancheck campperry2000@yahoo.com
Mike Bartek bartekm@carnegiesciencecenter.org
Sam Roberts lsamjr@comcast.net
For all other events on the Covered Rifle Range:
Jim Escovitz jimecovitz69@gmail.com
Rich Mysliwczyk Rich.Mysliwczyk@flir.com
NRL.22 Information:
Joe Cornell

jcornell1210@gmail.com

Steel Plate Range Information: May be found on the club web site under the PISTOL ribbon. [100 yard
steel plate range]

